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QCD corrections to mono-jet searches
Haisch,Kahlhoefer,ER [1310.4491]
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mono-jet searches

▸ a mono-jet event is a quite clean
signal

▸ unfortunately backgrounds for ET,miss

+ jet(s) are typically large

▸ pT spectrum of signal is featureless

▸ even less “structure” in simplified
models with lightish mediator

▸ shape is essentially the same for
different s-channel mediated
interactions

[Fox,Williams, 1211.6390][Buchmueller,Dolan,McCabe, 1308.6799]

� Unless a smoking-gun signal will show up at 14 TeV, mono-jet searches
for DM will start to become systematically dominated
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Why & when higher-order QCD?

▸ we might (are likely to) be in the situation where we look for a small excess

▸ NLO predictions for signal & backgrounds
will reduce theoretical uncertainties

▸ NLO corrections potentially give
non-negligible K-factors

- should a small excess be found, precision
QCD possibly important to draw a solid
conclusion

- precision QCD is helpful to “read out”
parameters from an excess, especially if
K-factor for signal is non-negligible

- similarly for setting bounds
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NLO → NLO+PS

▸ main background Z(→ νν̄) + j known at NLO for a
long time [Giele,Glover, ’92]

▸ all other backgrounds also known at NLO

▸ monojet cross-sections first computed at NLO
(parton-level only) by Fox & Williams. Available in
MCFM [Fox,Williams, 1211.6390]

▸ if interested in full event simulation while keeping NLO accuracy, need to match
to parton-showers
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NLO → NLO+PS
NLO

! precision

! nowadays this is the standard

% limited multiplicity

% (fail when resummation needed)

parton showers

! realistic + flexible tools

! widely used by experimental coll’s

% limited precision (LO)

% (fail when multiple hard jets)

Can have both at the same time?
� problem is overlapping regions!

NLO:

⊗

PS:

▸ POWHEG is a method that allows to consistently match these approximations

▸ DM+monojet production included in the POWHEG-BOX package: this allows
NLO+PS simulation of monojet events
(pure parton-level NLO is a byproduct)

▸ bring tools for signal & backgrounds on the same footing

▸ will show example where important effects would be missed with pure
parton-level NLO
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Dark Matter / SM interaction

▸ it is useful to classify interactions between DM and SM in terms of effective
operators

OV =
1

Λ2
(q̄γµq) (χ̄γ

µχ) , OA =
1

Λ2
(q̄γµγ5q) (χ̄γ

µγ5χ)

OS =
mq

Λ3
(q̄q) (χ̄χ) , OP =

mq

Λ3
(q̄γ5q) (χ̄γ5χ)

OG =
αs
Λ3

GaµνG
a,µν

(χ̄χ) , OG̃ =
αs
Λ3

G̃aµνG
a,µν

(χ̄γ5χ)

▸ these interactions arise from “integrating out” heavy mediators
▸ the EFT approach has several limitations [Busoni et al., 1307.2253,...]

[Buchmueller,Dolan,McCabe, 1308.6799]

...

▸ however useful as a starting point

▸ discussion limited to “s-channel mediated” processes

▸ results shown mainly obtained with EFT approach, but public code can include full
propagator (including widths) for heavy/light mediators

▸ has been already used for simplified models with vector/axial-vector mediators
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Results: cuts and scale choice (CMS)

▸ we studied both ATLAS and CMS cuts. For CMS setup: [CMS-PAS-EXO-12-048]

▸ from QCD point of view, monojet production is a process with more than one
typical scale (ET,miss, pT,j , mχ, mχχ̄)

▸ dynamic choice for factorization and renormalization scale:

µ = ξ
HT
2

HT =

√

m2
χχ̄ + p

2
T,j + pT,j

and as usual ξ varied in [1/2,2]
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Fixed order → full simulation

▸ uncertainties reduced by a factor of 2. Constant K-factor of 1.1 for our scale
choice

▸ for “inclusive cuts”, PS & hadronization effects visible but small (R=0.4)
▸ for realistic cuts (i.e. with jet veto on 3rd jet), NLOPS cross section reduced by

about 40 %
▸ with fixed-order result, this effect missed (no 3rd jet)
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LO+PS → NLO+PS

▸ uncertainty in distributions reduced at NLO

▸ LOPS vs NLOPS shows that NLO/LO K-factor
is partially washed away from PS effects

▸ Theoretical uncertainty is still much smaller
when NLO included

� K-factor including PS & hadronization can be
used to promote experimental LOPS bounds
to NLOPS
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simplified models and resonant production
▸ main purpose of our work wasn’t to perform a thorough study of differences

between EFT and explicit mediator
▸ however the code is quite general, and can simulate events with intermediate

spin-0 or spin-1 s-channel mediator

mχ = 50 GeV in these plots
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Structure of DM couplings
Haisch,Hibbs,ER [1311.7131]
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a closer look to “mono”-jet events

▸ given the large centre-of-mass energy, soft
QCD radiation (modelled by POWHEG and
following PS) can easily generate additional
jets with ∣ηj ∣ < 4.5 and pT,j > 30 GeV

▸ even after all cuts, large fraction of 2-jet
events: this is LO-accurate, and necessarily
reduces impact of genuine fixed-order NLO
corrections

▸ similarly, 3 (or more) jet events are not that
rare, hence jet-veto has large impact

� since fraction of 2-jet events quite large, it
makes sense to try looking carefully there
too...
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structure of interaction

▸ shapes of spectra are always extremely similar

▸ different operators will give different x-sections, but it seems impossible to
distinguish between OV ,OA,OS ,OG, ... just by using monojets.

▸ what about looking into 2-jets events?
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DM + 2 jets (EFT)

▸ we looked at the case where DM-SM
interactions take place via

OS =
mt

Λ3
(t̄t) (χ̄χ) or OP =

mt

Λ3
(t̄γ5t) (χ̄γ5χ)

▸ bounds from j +ET,miss and tt̄ +ET,miss:
Λ ≳ 150 − 170 GeV [mχ = 50 GeV]

▸ (normalized) azimuthal correlation ∆Φjj :
� distinguish between background and signal

hypothesis
� distinguish between OS and OP (and OV /A)

▸ LHC 14 TeV w/ CMS cuts + mjj > 600 GeV:
σ(ET,miss + jj) ≃ 0.3σ(ET,miss + j), σS ≃ σB

▸ LHC 14 TeV w/ tighter cuts + mjj > 600 GeV:
σ(ET,miss + jj) ≃ 0.3σ(ET,miss + j), σS ≃ σB

▸ pattern visible also in heavy-top limit [GµνGµν χ̄χ]
(although x-section overestimated (factor 10))
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DM + 2 jets (full theory)

▸ with previous settings, EFT validity
questionable

▸ studied specific case with simplified s-channel
model:

LS = gSχ (χ̄χ)S + gSt
mt

v
(t̄t)S

- (pseudo)-scalar mediator, MP /S = 500 GeV,
mχ = 200 GeV, g = 1

▸ all constraints from LHC and cosmology
satisified

▸ width explicitly computed (here turns out
Γ/M ≃ 3 − 6%)

� modulation pattern survives
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More comprehensive study is in progress...
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Conclusions

▸ having control of QCD effects could turn out to be important
(aside from being better in general)

▸ depending on exp. cuts on subleading jets, these effects can be more (or less) sizeable

▸ for monojet searches, software developed is currently the best prediction available
▸ can be used both in the EFT approximation and with explicit mediators

▸ be aware of vetoes on number of jets. Since ET,miss and pT,j are large, a severe veto will
have a very big impact
(QCD tells you also that when you are introducing hierarchies of scales, you should resum the associated logs: notice
that here we are exactly in this situation, a MC will model this at LL, an analytic resummation for this case is not
available. This affects both signal and Z+j background)

▸ for monophoton searches, computation is very similar, matching NLO to a PS is doable
but not as simple as for monojets...

▸ mono-jet searches good for discovery or to set bounds, not to characterise a signal

� 2 jets region: an opportunity to explore, if signal found [see also Uli’s talk yesterday]

Thank you for your attention!
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other interactions included
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